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Why do we think we're so bad at maths, when we're all - almost all - born with brain circuits specialised for
numbers? Our ability to use numbers has been the key from taking us from the Stone Age to the Phone Age.
Trade, science and technology would be impossible without this ability. Neuroscientist Brian Butterworth
argues that we are all ...
The Mathematical Brain: What's New
Rachel Annabelle Riley (born 11 January 1986) is an English television presenter who currently co-presents
the Channel 4 daytime puzzle show Countdown and its comedy spin-off 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown.
Rachel Riley - Wikipedia
Countdown is a British game show involving word and number puzzles. It is produced by ITV Studios and
broadcast on Channel 4. It is currently presented by Nick Hewer, assisted by Rachel Riley, with regular
lexicographer Susie Dent.
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